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SURVEY OF ZEROS OF 3j AND 6j COEFFICIENTS

BY DIOPHANTINE EQUATION METHODS

JAMES D. LOUCK
Theoretical Division

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

ABSTRACT
The generalpolynomialswhose positive integersolutionsdetermineali nontrivialzerosof 3j

and6j coefficientsare given. The determinationof weight-Iandweight-2zerosfromclassical
Diophantineequationsis reviewed.

1. Introduction

The physical significance, if any, of nontrivial zeros of 3j and 6j coefficients of the
quantum angular momentum group SU(2) is largely unknown. We refer here to the
denumerable infinity of zeros of these coefficients for which ali triangle rules on the
defining angular momenta, the sum rule on the projection quantum numbers for 3j"
coefficients, and ali (known) symmetry relations are satisfied. There is no known general
algebraic theory giving ali nontrivial zeroes. One can, of course, give the explicit
polynomials whose zeros yield ali nontrivial zeros of the angular momentum coefficients in
question. (Hereafter the term "zero" refers to nontrivial zeros.) These polynomials were,
in fact, given explicitly in Ref. 1 (Vol. 9, pp. 68, 142), but with no indication of their role
in the "zeros problem." (They arose naturally from the consideration of the null space
properties of Wigner and Racah operators.)

The polynomials alluded to above allow one to give a unified viewpoint and setting
for the discussion of zeros in terms of Diophantine equations. This has been the approach
taken in a number of papers on this subject, 2"9 beginning with the work by Brudno. 2
(Related approaches may be found in Refs. 10-13.) What is unexpected, perhaps, is the
wealth of mathematical structures underlying the Diophantine equation analysis, as
indicated particularly in Refs. 2-9. The general zeros problem is far from solved. Its
continued development will no doubt lead to further interesting results for number theory,
Lie algebras, and physical theory as weil.

In order to indicate the flavor of this subject, we have elected to prcsem first the
general polynomials in question. This is important for relating the subject to classical F.,
and Al::hypergeometric series, thus providing a framework of the subject accessible' td
phys'tdists and mathematicians. This is the content of Section 2. In Sections 3 and 4,
respectively, we illustrate, by a few examples, the sort of Diophantine equations that
emerge from this approach to the determination of zeros of the 3j and 6j coefficients. In
Section 5, we discuss briefly other approaches to zeros of 6j coefficients that have their
origins in physical applications, mostly in atomic and nuclear spectroscopy.

It is particularly appropriate to give a survey of this subject at a symposium
honoring Ted Hccht, since he and the other participants are the principal developers and
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users of the apparatus of angular momentum coefficients, and its extensions to other
groups.

2. The General Problem of Zeros

The polynomials P_ yielding ali zeros of the 3j coefficients are given in Ref. 1
(Vol. 9, p.68). They may be written 8

= (a+ct')(a--(x'] 1)j (y k + 1)k
Paa_ (x,y) j+k___a.13(-1)/\ j )\ k )(x +ct-_-j + -

(-a-ot,-x + a-ct-n,-n )=(-1)n[(-a+a)n(-Y)nlnt]3F _-a + o_-n + 1,y- n+ 1 ;1 , (2.1)

where n = a - 13and (i) the domain of a is a E {0,1/2, 1, ...} and the domain of _, 13is ct,
_ {-a,-a + 1, ..., a}; (ii) the summation is over ali nonnegative integer pairs (j,k) such

thatj + k = a- 13;(fi_) the symbol (z)i denotes the rising factorial (z)y = z (z + 1).... (z +j-
1) with (z)0 = 1; (iv) x and y are arbiffary variables.

For nonnegative integer variables (x,y) and for 13> lal, the polynomial P_ (x,y) is the
"polynomial part" of the 3j coefficient:

I /[ ]
x + y x + y a-lA x y + ot + [_

2 a 2 +ox
= a+_ y x+o_-_ .

-x + y _5 x-Y2 - [3 x + y - a + ct a + ct a- o_

(2.2)

The 3 x 3 array of nonnegative integers is the Regge magic square symbol for a 3j
coefficient.

The principal result for zeros of the 3j coefficients is the following: Let a _ {0,

1/2, 1,...} anda, {-a,-a+ 1,..., a} with_>_ lal. Then

Ix+y x+y

2 a 2 + ot ) =0 (2.3a)
-x+y x-y_
------_--- _ 2 - _

if (x,y) _ H+ = { 1,2,.. } solve the Diophantine equation

Paa_(x,y) - 0, (2.3b)
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and the integers x + a - _, y + ct + _5,x + y - a + ct are ali nonnegative. Ali other zeros
are obtained from these by application of a Regge symmetry (row permutations, column
permutations, and transposition of the Regge array.)

The polynomials P_ yielding ali zeros of the 6j coefficients are given in Ref. 1
(Vol. 9, p.142). They may be written 8

Paa_(x,y,z)= ___ (-l)/l_+_)I_'ct) (x+ct-_-j+l)j(y-k+ 1)kj+k=a-_ y k

× (z-j+ 1)j(x+y+z+ot+_+2) k

= (- 1)n (-a + ct)n (- Y)n (-a - ct - x - y - z - 1)n/n!

x F /a -a-ct,a-ct-x-,.,-z,-n "l I (2.4)4 3 - ct-n + 1,y- n+l,-a- ct-x -y -z -1 ' '

where the symbols a, o_, 13,j, k, n have the same meaning as in (i) - (iii) in the definition
(2.1), and now x, y, z are arbitrary variables. For nonnegative integer variables (x, y, z)

and for 13>- lal, the polynomial P_ (x, y, z) is the "polynomial part" of the 6j coefficient:

[ x+Y2 y+z _}22l y+z x+Y +ct a--2- + -5-

a-_ a -ct y

a+ot a + 13 Y + ct + 13 (2.5),

z z- ct + I$ y + z- a + _

x+ ct - _ x x + y- a + ct

The 4 x 3 array of nonnegative integers is the Bargmann symbol for a 6j coefficient.

The principal result for zeros of the 6j coefficients is the following: Let a _ {0,1/2,1,... }

and ct, _ E {--a,-a + 1,..., a} with _ >_I 1, Then

[ x+y y+z z+x I2 2 2 -0 (2.6a)

t y+z__._+_ x+y +ctT a I

if (x,y,z) _ N+ solve the Diophantine equation

Paa_(x,y,z) - 0, (2.6b)
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and the integers x + ct - _, y + ct + _,x + y- a + o_,z - ct + _, y + z- a + _Jare al/
nonnegative. Ali other zeros are obtained from these by application of a Regge symmetry
(row and column permutations of the Bargmann array.)

The total degree of the polynomial P_aB (x,y) in (x,y) is a - 13,while the degree of
the polynomial P_ (x,y,z) in each variable x,z"separately is a - 13and the degree in y is 2(a
- [3). By choosinff 13= d-- 1, d - 2,..., we are thus able to select polynomials of ascendin_
degrees 1, 2,... for the investigation of zeros. By a Regge symmetry, the integer a - 15
appearing in the upi;er left-hand comer of the Regge and Bargmann arrays, (2.2) and (2.5),
can always be made smaller or equal to any other entry in the array, in which case it is
referred to as the weight of a zero. We will use the Regge and Bargmann notation for
giving zeros to emphasize that other zeros are obtained by application of the Regge
symmetries to these arrays.

3. Zeros of 3j Coefficients
3.1. Weight-1 Zeros

Po!vnomial: pa (x,y)=(a-ot)y-(a+_,)(x-a+ot+ 1). (3.1)" aa-1

I 1 n2n 3+n3n 4- 1 nln 2+ nln 4- 1 /

"1

Zeros: nln 2 + n2n 3 - 1 nln 4 n3n4 J = 0, ni e I_1+.(3.2)nln 4 + n3n 4 - 1 nln 2 n2n 3

Method of proof: lt is easily verified that the variables given by the Regge array (3.2) solve4 a 2 2 2
Ecl. (3.1). Elementary transformations reduce P _ , (x,y) = 0 to solving X + Y = U +
V2 for integers. This is a standard Diophantineagc]/lation, with ali solutions known (see
Dicksonl4), from which one shows that (3.2) gives ali weight-1 zeros of the 3j coefficient.

3.1. Weight-2 Zeros

Polynomial: 2Pa (x,y) ---(v- 1)v (y - 1) yaa-2

- 2uv (x- v + 2)y + (u- 1)u (x- v + 1) (x- v + 2). (3.3)

X+uvY 1 1

Transformation: x = 2u(u - 1) + 2 (v - 3), y = _ (Y - u + 1), (3.4a)

X = 2u(u- 1)x- 2uvy- u(u- 1) (2u- 3), Y = 2y + u - 1. (3.4b)

Diophantine equation: X2 - DY 2 = N, (3.5a)

D = uv (u + v - 1), N = - u(u - 1)2 (v - 1) (u + v) . (3.5b)

Zeros: u + v- 2 y x- v + 2 =0, ',3.6)

x+y-v u v



where (X,Y) are integer solutions of the Pell equation (3.5) such that ali entries in the
Regge array are positive integers __.2.

Method of solution: We regard (u,v) with u _>2, v __.2 as given positive integers. Then,
because the transformation (3.4b) for integral (x,y) yields integral (X,Y), ali zeros (3.6)
occur as solutions of the PeU equation (3.5a).

The sorting out of which solutions (X,Y) of the Pell equation yield zeros (3.6) can
be carried out systematically, 9 leading to a complete classification of ali weight-2 zeros of
the 3j coefficients into orbits of a discrete infinite-order subg_up of the Lorentz group
SO(l,1). For example, for (u,v) - (6,2), one has Xk - 84Y z = - 1200 with discrete
invariance group given by

G = {gn In =0,_.+1,..}, g = 6 55 • (3.8)

The set of integer points (X,Y) belonging to the hyperbola X2 - 84Y 2 - - 1200 and
corresponding to zeros of the 3j coefficient are classified into G-orbits as follows: Define
the orbits

G(30,5), G(114,13), G(558,61), G(870,95) (3.9)
by

G(x0,v0=Cg" I

With the exception of the points (30,5) E G(30,5), (-282,31) _ G(114,13), (-54,7)
G(558,61), and (-30,5) _ G(870,95), ali other points (X,Y) in each of these orbits yield a
weight-2 zero of a 3j coefficient:

2 (X + 12Y-30)/60 (Y + 3)/2 q6 (Y - 5)/2 (X + 12Y-30)/60 J ---0. (3.11)(X + 42Y -300)/60 6 2

The theory of solutions of PeWs equation is an elegant application of the theory of
G-orbits, where G is an infinite-order, discrete subgroup (over the integers) of the Lorentz
group SO(l,1) that leaves the Pell equation invariant, and G acts on integer points of the
hyperbola. The application of this theory to zeros of 6) coefficients (see the next section) is
equally fascinating.

It is important also to observe that there is another classification scheme for the
infinite set of zeros of weight-2 3j coefficients. The Pell equation classification sketched

above partitions ali of these zeros into an infinity of infinite sets of points belongin_ to
various hyperbolas (hyperbolic classification). A second classification scheme exists in
which this same infinite set of zeros is partitioned into an infinity of finite sets, where the
zeros in each finite set belong to an ellipse (elliptic classification). Thus, the whose
subject 14"16of the number theoretical aspects of binary quadratic forms is relevant to the
study of weight-2 3j coefficient zeros• The study of the invariants of general binary
forms 17affords also an alternative approach to the theory of 3nj coefficients, although the
definitive work establishing these inter-relations remains to be written.
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4. Zeros of 6jCoefficients
4.1.Weight-IZeros

Polynomial:pa (x,y,z)= (a- ct)y(x+ y + z+ a + ct+ I)aa-1

-(a+ct)(x-a+_+ 1)z. (4.1)

Transformation:

X - x + z 4. 2a + 1, Y - x + 2y + z + 2ct + 1, Z ---x-2y-z -2a - 1,
U =x-z+2ct+ 1, V--z-x+2a- 1, W-x+z-2a+ 1; (4.2)

x = (X - V - 2)/2, y -- (X + Z)/2, z = (V + W)/2,
a + ct = (U + V)/2. a- ct =-(Y + Z)/2. (4.3)

Diophantine equations:

X + Y + Z - U + V + W, (4.4a)

X3 + y3 + Z3 = U3 + V3 + W 3. (4.4b)

1 (-Y -Z)/2 (-Z -X)/2

Zeros: (U + V)/2 (X -W -2)/2 (Y -W -2)/2 = 0, (4.5)
(V + W)/2 (,'"-U-2)/2 (Y-U-2)/2

(W + U)/2 (X-V-2)/2 (Y-V-2)/2

, where (X,Y,Z,U,V,W) are integers solving the pair of Diophantine equations (4.4a,b)
such that ali the entries in the Bargmann array are positive integers.

Remark: The problem of determining ali zeros of weight- 1 6j coefficients has been related
above to that of solving the pair of classical Diophantine equations (4.4) (see Dickson, p.p..
565,713 and Ref. 4). Quite remarkably this problem was not fully solved until recently, 4"7
after the relation to zeros of 6j coefficients was noted 4. Due to space limitations, we refer
to these papers for details. It suffices here to note that ali weight-1 6j coefficient zeros axe
now known.

4.2. Weight-2 Zeros

Polynomial: .2paaa.2 (x,y,z) = (a + ct-1) (a + ct) (x-a + ct + 1) (x-a+ ct + 2) (z -1)z

- 2(a+ ct) (a-ct) (x-a+ ct + 2)y z (x + y + z + a+ ct)

+(a-ct-l)(a-ct)(y-1)y(x+y+z+a+ct)(x+y+z+a+ct+ 1). (4.6)

The general solutions of the Diophantine equation

P_a-2 (x,y,z) = 0 (4.7)

nave not yet been found. However, many special infinite families of zeros 8 have been
given. These correspond to special choices of the parameters such that the polynomial
(4.6) factors. A systematic investigation of factorings that lead to the Pell equauon have



been given in Ref. 8. We do not have space here to give a comprehensive review, but the
general idea may be illustrated by an example.

Example: a = 2, ct = O,y = z.

Factoring: -8P2 (x,y,y) = (Y -1) (Y + 1) (X 2 -3Y 2 + 11), (4.8)

where

x = (X -Y -1)/2, y = (Y -1)/2; X - 2x + 2y + 2, Y ---2y + 1. (4.9)

Diophantine equation: X2 - 3Y 2 = -11. (4.10)

2 2 (Y -1)/2 =0, (4.11)
Zeros: (Y - 1)/2 (Y - 1)/2 Y -3

(X -Y - 1)/2 (X -Y - 1)/2 (X -6)/2

where (X,Y) with X >_8 an even integer, Y > 5 an odd integer, with X -Y _>5.

Method of solution: The infinite-order discrete invariance group of the PeU equation (4.10) .
is

G= {gnlg=(_ _2); n=0,± 1,...1. (4.12)

The relevant G-orbits are

G(4,3)- {gn (_)1 n-0,± 1,...}, (4.13a)

G(8,5) - {gn (8) 1n = 0, ± 1,... 1. (4.13b)

The complete set of weight-2 nontrivial zeros solving Eq. (4.11) is the subset of points in
these orbits corresponding to positive n [The point (8,5) is a weight-1 zero, already
included in (4.5) for U ---V - W = 1, X ---Z = 4, Y -- -5].

5. Concluding Remarks
We have touched here on some aspects of zeros of 3j and 6j coefficients from the

viewpoint of solving Diophantine equations. This subject is far from complete -- additional
studies 18 lead to still other classical Diophantine equations, and, no doubt, a complete
theory will lead to other interesting equations.

The best-kno_,, approach to the zeros problem is through Lie algebra-subalgebra, 19
structures, this method being an outgrowth of Racah s original SU(7) D SO(7) D G2
SO(3) observation (see Ref. 20 for the most systematic investigation.) This method leeds
to only a handful of zeros, ali of which are included as solutions of the Diophantine
equations mentioned here.

The motivation for the Lie algebra-subalgebra approach comes largely from
spectroscopy, which are used in model Hamiltonians approximating physical systems to
infer patterns of energy levels. Other observable properties also relate to 3nj coefficients. 21
In this sense, the vanishing of, say, a 6j coefficient may be related to observable properties
of a physical system.

lt is quite interesting that Morrison 22 et al. have given an IBM realization of the
generators in the Racah group chain given above whose closure for the G2 subalgebra
requires that certain (numerical) linear combinations of 6j coefficients be zero.-One expects
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these zeros to be those of polynomials (Diophantine equations), but this has not been
investigated.

Judd and Li23 and Talmi 24 have observed that the vanishing of the infinite set of 6j

coefficients given by I j' j 2j- 1 I 0, J 3/2,2,5/2...
3j-4 j 2j 3, (4.14)3

is due to the nonexistence of an antisymmetric state with total J = 3./'-4 in any j
configuration. A similar situation 23 holds for

{ J 2 J+l}-0, j=2,3j j j- 1 .... (4.15)
To our knowledge these zeros represent the first instances of infinite families in which ali
members have a common physical consequence. Both sets of zeros (4.14) and (4.15) are
weight-1, hence, are includecl in F-xi.(4.5).

Rao and Rajeswari z:_ have initiated a study of zeros of the 9j coefficient from the
viewpoint of Diophantine equations.

We hope these brief remarks have indicated the continuing importance and rich
physical and mathematical structures underlying the study of 3nj coefficients.
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